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Our Universe is an Ultimate Test 
of Fundamental Physics

nn HighHigh--energy accelerators will probe the scale energy accelerators will probe the scale 
of energies way below GUT scaleof energies way below GUT scale

n Cosmology and astrophysics are sources of 
data in the gravitational sector of the 
fundamental physics (above GUT, near 
Planck scale) 



Impact of the discovery of the 
current acceleration of the universe

Until recently, string theory could not describe 
acceleration of the early universe (inflation)

The discovery of current acceleration made the 
problem even more severe, but also helped to 
identify the root of the problem



String Theory and CosmologyString Theory and CosmologyString Theory and Cosmology

How to get the How to get the 4d4d near de Sitternear de Sitter and/or and/or de Sitterde Sitter spacespace
from the compactified 10d string  theory 

or 11d M-theory?



IIB string compactified on K3x

n Flux vacua in this model were studied by Trivedi, Tripathy in 
string theory, and by Angelantonj, D'Auria, Ferrara, Trigiante
in string theory and 4d gauged supergravity. Kähler moduli
remained non-fixed.

n The minimal remaining moduli space is 

A natural space for D3/D7 cosmological model
Dasgupta, Herdeiro, Hirano, R.K;  Koyama, Tachikawa and Watari

HypersVectors

KKLT stabilization 
is possible for the 

volume of K3!

Is KKLT stabilization possible 

for the volume of ?



n On K3 x            there are 4-cycles which may 

or may not lead to non-vanishing instantons

Status inStatus in 20042004
According to the old rules (established before fluxes were introduced), the 
relevant M-theory divisors in our model have an arithmetic genus 2. Therefore 

one could  incorrectly conclude that there are no 
stabilizing instantons for our favorite cosmological 
model. 

KKLT 1: gaugino condensation. Works only for vector multiplets, does 
not work for hypers.

KKLTKKLT 2: 2: instantonsinstantons from Euclidean 3from Euclidean 3--branes wrapped branes wrapped 
on 4on 4--cyclescycles.. May work for vector May work for vector multipletsmultiplets and and hypershypers..



WittenWitten 19961996: in type IIB : in type IIB compactificationscompactifications under certain conditionsunder certain conditions
there can be corrections to the superpotential coming from Euclithere can be corrections to the superpotential coming from Euclideandean
D3 branes. The argument is based on the D3 branes. The argument is based on the MM--theory counting of the theory counting of the fermionfermion
zero modes in the zero modes in the DiracDirac operator on the M5 brane wrapped on a 6operator on the M5 brane wrapped on a 6--cycle of a cycle of a 

CalabiCalabi--YauYau fourfour--fold. He found that  fold. He found that  such corrections are such corrections are 
possiblepossible only in case that the fouronly in case that the four--fold admits fold admits 
divisors with holomorphic characteristic equal to divisors with holomorphic characteristic equal to 
one, one, 

In presence of such instantons, there is a In presence of such instantons, there is a 
correction to the superpotential which correction to the superpotential which 
at large volume yields the term required at large volume yields the term required 
in the in the KKLTKKLT constructionconstruction



We established a We established a new rulenew rule, replacing the rule, replacing the rule
in presence of fluxesin presence of fluxes

n Constructed the Dirac operator on M5 with background fluxes
n Performed the counting of fermionic zero modes and found the 

generalized index
n Studied interesting examples, like stabilization of all moduli in M-

theory on K3xK3  and its F-theory limit
n Constructed the Dirac operator on D3 brane with background flux 

and defined its index
n Studied interesting examples in type IIB:   K3 x            ,  general 

Fano manifolds,  orientifold

In presence of fluxes there were indications that the 
rule                    may not be necessary
Robbins, Sethi (2004); Gorlich, Kachru, Tripathy and Trivedi (2004); Tripathy and Trivedi
(2005); Saulina (2005); Berglund, Mayr (2005); Gomis, Marchesano and Mateos (2005)



M5 brane
n Dirac action on M5 with background fluxes

n Here          is a super-covariant derivative 
including torsion when fluxes in the 
background M theory are present

R.KR.K. and. and SorokinSorokin



New Dirac Equation on the Brane

INDEX OF THE INDEX OF THE DIRACDIRAC OPERATOR: OPERATOR: 

Can flux affect it?



Solving Solving spinorspinor equations and counting zero modesequations and counting zero modes

AnsatzAnsatz

One of the equations depends on fluxOne of the equations depends on flux

Here          is the projector into 
harmonic forms,  such that it 
gives zero on any exact or co-
exact form



New constraint on zero modesNew constraint on zero modes

n We can interpret this equation as a linear 
operator                    annihilating

Ø For a generic choice of  flux the system is 
of maximal rank, and hence admits no 
solutions. This kills all of the           forms.



Counting fermionic zero modes on 
M5 with fluxes

n New computation of the normal bundle U(1) 
anomaly

n Here n  is the dimension of solutions of the 
constraint equation which depends on fluxes.

n To have instantons we need

R.K., Kashani-Poor, Tomasiello



Fixing All Moduli for 
M-Theory on K3 x K3

Aspinwall, R. K. 

Paul Aspinwall’s K3 movie: K3  surface 
(a non-singular quartic surface in projective space of three dimensions)

with variation of the deformation parameter



Paul 



M-theory compactified on K3xK3:
incredibly simple and elegant

n Without fluxes in the compactified 3d theory there are two      
80-dimensional  quaternionic Kähler spaces, one for each K3.

n With non-vanishing primitive (2,2) flux, (2,0) and (0,2), each K3  
becomes an attractive K3: one-half of all moduli are fixed 

n 40 in each K3 still remain moduli and need to be fixed by 
instantons.

There are 20 proper 4-cycles in each  K3. They provide 
instanton corrections from M5-branes wrapped on these 
cycles:

modulimoduli space is no morespace is no more



ATTRACTIVE K3 SURFACESATTRACTIVE K3 SURFACES
n G. Moore, in lectures on Attractors and Arithmetic

nn In  MIn  M--theory on K3xK3   theory on K3xK3   AspinwallAspinwall, R. K., R. K.
n The complex structures are uniquely determined by a choice of flux G

The K3 surface is attractive if the rank of the Picard lattice has the maximal 
value, 20, and the rank of the transcedental lattice (orthogonal complement of 
the Picard lattice) is 2.

n They are in one-to-one correspondence  with                        equivalence 
classes of positive-definite even integral binary quadratic forms, which can be 
written  in terms of a matrix

n Both K3 surfaces whose complex structures are fixed by G 
are forced to be attractive



Flux vacua and attractorsFlux Flux vacuavacua and attractorsand attractors
n The attractor value of the area of the black hole 

horizon

n The area of the unit cell in the transcedental lattice 
of the attractive K3 is precisely the attractor value of 
the horizon area                 of the corresponding black 
hole.

May be some deeper relation between flux vacua and  
attractors still is to be discovered…



Obstructed instantons

n For general choice of fluxes we find conditions 
when the instantons can be generated. 

n When these conditions are not satisfied, fluxes 
will obstruct the existence of the stabilizing 
instanton corrections.



The orientifold on K3 x

n In F-theory compactifications on K3 x K3  one of the 
attractive K3 must be a Kummer surface to describe 
an orientifold in IIB

Ø Attractive K3 surface is a Kummer surface if, and 
only if, the associated even binary quadratic form is 
twice another even binary quadratic form.



Instanton corrections
n With account of the new index theorem we find 

that instantons are generated for M5 branes 
wrapping                      and

n For a flux of the form
each K3 surface is attractive and, as such, has  
Picard number equal to 20. This leaves each K3 
with 20 complexified Kahler moduli.

n We  proved that there are 40 independent 
functions on 40 variables. All moduli unfixed by 
fluxes are fixed by instantons.



Orientifold limit
n Take an F-theory limit of M-theory on K3xK3. We find an equivalent 

statement about instanton corrections for IIB on K3x 

n The M5 instanton must wrap either an elliptic fibre or a “bad fibre” (fibre
which is not an elliptic curve), classified by KodairaKodaira. With account of these 
two possibilities we find

n Instantons from D3 branes wrapping 
from M5 on 
Instanton from D3 wrapped on K3x pt from M5 which was wrapped on         
where                      is a “bad fibre”.

n We find the right number of cycles to fix all moduli which were not fixed 
by fluxes (one should be careful about obstructed instantons).



The index of the Dirac operator on 
D3 brane with background fluxes

Bergshoeff,  R. K., Kashani-Poor,  Sorokin, Tomasiello

n We study the instanton generated superpotentials in 
Calabi -Yau orientifold compactifications directly in 
IIB.

n We derive the Dirac equation on a Euclidean D3 brane in the 
presence of background flux, which governs the generation of a 
superpotential in the effective 4d theory by D3 brane instantons. 
A classical action isA classical action is

MarolfMarolf, , MartucciMartucci, Silva, Silva



Duality covariant gaugeDuality covariant gauge--fixing kappafixing kappa--
symmetry, compatible with symmetry, compatible with orientifoldingorientifolding

n For D3

n Gauge-fixed action

on states of positive chirality on states of negative chirality

is the standard primitive (2,1) 3-form of type IIB string theory



Count fermionic zero modes
using the ansatz analogous to M5

n Fluxes lead to new constraints on fermionic
zero modes

n Orientifold projection may cut some zero 
modes when the divisor hits the O-plane



EXAMPLESEXAMPLES
n Applying the formalism to the K3x       orientifold we show that 

our results are consistent with conclusions attainable via duality 
from an M-theory analysis.

n In case of                   we find that                       and 
instantoninstanton corrections are possiblecorrections are possible when the divisor hits the O-
plane.  We also find that                              and instantoninstanton
corrections are not possiblecorrections are not possible when the divisor is off the O-
plane,  in agreement with Trivedi,Tripathy

n D3 branes on general Fano manifolds without fluxes:
Holomorphic characteristics of the orientifold locus in perfect agreement 
with M-theory



Back to String Cosmology

The goal is to stabilize all The goal is to stabilize all modulimoduli, , but the but the 
inflatoninflaton fieldfield should correspond to a flat should correspond to a flat 
direction of the potentialdirection of the potential

In several versions of string inflation scenario, In several versions of string inflation scenario, 
the the inflatoninflaton field corresponds to the position of field corresponds to the position of 
the D3 the D3 branebrane. Thus we would like to keep D3 . Thus we would like to keep D3 
branebrane mobile mobile 



Inflationary models using mobile D3 branesInflationary models using mobile D3 Inflationary models using mobile D3 branesbranes

KKLMMT brane-anti-brane inflation

Fine-tuning

D3/D7 brane inflation

with volume stabilization and 

shift symmetry, slightly

broken by quantum corrections

DD--termterm
inflationinflationNo fine-tuning?



Moduli Stabilization and D3/D7 Inflation

n The purpose of our studies of instanton corrections was, 
in particular, to clarify the case of moduli stabilization 
in D3/D7 inflationary model

n Our new results show that the goal of fixing all moduli
(except the positions of D3 branes) in this model is now 
accomplished (either by duality from M-theory or 
directly in IIB)

n The classical shift symmetry of this model, which 
implies flatness of the inflaton direction associated with 
the position of the D3 brane, may survive under certain 
conditions
Hsu, Hsu, R.KR.K., ., ProkushkinProkushkin;; FirouzjahiFirouzjahi, , TyeTye



Inflaton Trench Hsu, R.K., Prokushkin

SHIFT SYMMETRYSHIFT SYMMETRY



Is the inflaton direction flat?

In our direct approach, the positions of D3 branes are 
not fixed by either fluxes or known instantons from 
wrapped branes, i.e. the inflaton direction is flat

Berg, Berg, HaackHaack, Kors ???, Kors ???
1. Calculations valid only in absence of flux1. Calculations valid only in absence of flux
2. All 16 D7 on top of each other (different from D3/D7 scenario2. All 16 D7 on top of each other (different from D3/D7 scenario))
3. Unlike in their work, we have no 3. Unlike in their work, we have no gauginogaugino condensationcondensation

Berglund, Berglund, MayrMayr ??????
Assumption about the use of the Assumption about the use of the worldsheetworldsheet
instantonsinstantons and duality in presence of RR and duality in presence of RR 
fluxes with N=1 fluxes with N=1 susysusy ??????

OriOri GanorGanor??????

Mobile D3 brane?

1996, no fluxes1996, no fluxes

Previous investigations suggesting that D3 may be fixed:Previous investigations suggesting that D3 may be fixed:
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